Introduction Introduction
Computer simulation is complementary to theory Computer simulation is complementary to theory and experiment* and experiment* Conventional approach: Conventional approach:
Start from the equations of physics Start from the equations of physics Use or invent an algorithm that solves these equations Use or invent an algorithm that solves these equations Quantum theory for the EPRB Quantum theory for the EPRB experiment experiment
Single system of two Single system of two S S =1/2 particles =1/2 particles The whole experiment is described by a The whole experiment is described by a singlet (total spin zero) state singlet (total spin zero) state A simple calculation shows that A simple calculation shows that ( )
Fundamental limitation Fundamental limitation of quantum theory of quantum theory
We can use quantum theory to compute probability We can use quantum theory to compute probability distributions (interference patterns) but quantum theory distributions (interference patterns) but quantum theory cannot model the process in terms of the cannot model the process in terms of the individual individual events events that we observe in a real experiment that we observe in a real experiment Strategy: Stick to the data (= single events) that is Strategy: Stick to the data (= single events) that is provided by experiment and look for processes that provided by experiment and look for processes that generate these events such that the collective outcome generate these events such that the collective outcome agrees with quantum theory agrees with quantum theory Quantum theory has nothing to say about individual events Quantum theory has nothing to say about individual events anyway anyway Niels Niels Bohr: Bohr: " "There is no quantum world. There is only an abstract There is no quantum world. There is only an abstract quantum mechanical description. It is wrong to think that the ta quantum mechanical description. It is wrong to think that the task of sk of physics is to find out how Nature is. Physics concerns what we c physics is to find out how Nature is. Physics concerns what we can an say about Nature. say about Nature." "
Data analysis (1) Data analysis (1)
In any practical realization of an (EPR In any practical realization of an (EPR --Bohm Bohm ) ) experiment, it is necessary to have a criterion experiment, it is necessary to have a criterion that decides which particles form a pair and that decides which particles form a pair and which particles do not which particles do not 
Data analysis (2) Data analysis (2)
After all data has been collected, compute After all data has been collected, compute the two the two --particle coincidences* particle coincidences*
: rotation angles rotation angles setting of the electro setting of the electro --optic modulators 1 and 2 optic modulators 1 and 2
Compute the two Compute the two --particle correlation* particle correlation* ,1 
Summary of results

Our event Our event--by by--event simulation models for the EPR event simulation models for the EPR--Bohm Bohm experiments reproduce the results of quantum theory experiments reproduce the results of quantum theory for a system of two S=1/2 particles* for a system of two S=1/2 particles* 
Conclusion Conclusion
We have invented a systematic, modular procedure to construct We have invented a systematic, modular procedure to construct locally causal, classical (non locally causal, classical (non--Hamiltonian) dynamical systems that Hamiltonian) dynamical systems that can be used for a deterministic or pseudo can be used for a deterministic or pseudo--random (unpredictable) random ( As the second draw cannot have a causal effect on the first draw As the second draw cannot have a causal effect on the first draw, , according to Bell, in a locally causal theory, we must have according to Bell, in a locally causal theory, we must have Correct application of probability theory ( = common sense) Correct application of probability theory ( = common sense) Bell Bell' 's extension of Einstein s extension of Einstein' 's event s event--based notion of based notion of locality to probabilistic theories leads to logical locality to probabilistic theories leads to logical inconsistencies inconsistencies A vase with a red and a white ball is A vase with a red and a white ball is " "nonlocal nonlocal" "? ?
Bell Bell' 's s " "theorem theorem" " is irrelevant for (quantum) physics is irrelevant for (quantum) physics 
